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Abstract 

 

External trade affects the internal spatial structure of an economy, promoting growth in 

some cities or regions and decline in others. Internal adjustment to these changes has 

often proved to be extremely slow and painful. This paper combines elements of urban 

and international economics to draw out the implications of trade shocks for city 

performance. Localisation economies in production of internationally tradable goods 

mean that cities divide into two types, those producing tradables and those specialising 

in sectors producing just for the national market (non-tradables). Negative trade shocks 

(and possibly also some positive ones) reduce the number of cities engaged in tradable 

production, increasing the number producing just non-tradables.  This has a negative 

effect across all non-tradable cities, which lose population and land value.  Remaining 

tradable cities boom, gaining population and land value. Depending on the initial 

position, c
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competitiveness.4  This will be particularly the case in the presence of localisation economies 

and coordination failure.   

Model essentials are set out in simple form in section 2 and the core of the paper is section 3 

which looks at the adjustment of the economy to trade shocks.  A novelty of the paper is that 

the equilibrium division of cities between tradable and non-tradable is not unique.  In the full 

model of section 3 trade shocks shift the equilibrium set, so their impact depends on the 

�H�F�R�Q�R�P�\�¶�V��initial point in this set, i.e. the initial division of cities between tradable and non-

tradable production.  In a wide range of cases we show that sufficiently large shocks �± both 

negative and positive �± will have the effect of knocking out some established centres of 

tradable activity and thereby increasing the number of cities producing only non-tradables.  

We maintain the assumption of full employment but show how switching between activities 

both 
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economies.  Tradables can be thought of as a number of different goods or sectors, but all are 

symmetric and price-taking, and the key point is the city specificity of agglomeration (or 

localisation) economies.5  This ensures that each city will specialise, being either type-T 

(specialising in a single tradable sector), or type-N (producing only non-tradables). The 

number of type-T cities is 
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composite good with price index P.  Expenditure net of urban costs goes on the composite 

good, so utility is spending net of urban costs deflated by the price index.  Labour mobility 

equalises utility across all cities so  

  NNTT bLPwbLPw ��� �� // .        (4) 

Thus, larger cities have to pay a higher nominal wage in order to offset the higher costs of 

rent and commuting.  Finally, national labour market clearing is  

NTTT LMMLML )( ����� .        (5) 

Equilibrium conditional on the number of type-T cities, TM , is the solution of the five 

equations above for endogenous variables �^ �`PLLww NTNT ,,,, .  

�7�K�H���µ�X�U�E�D�Q���F�R�V�W�V�¶���R�I���D���S�D�U�W�L�F�X�O�D�U���Z�R�U�N�H�U���D�U�H���G�L�Y�L�G�H�G���E�H�W�Z�H�H�Q���F�R�P�P�X�W�L�Q�J���F�R�V�W�V���D�Q�G��land rent 

according to her residential location relative to the centre of the city.8  For the edge worker 

they are entirely commuting costs and for a worker adjacent to the CBD they are entirely 

rent.  If the city is linear and commuting costs are linear in distance then, since the 

commuting cost paid by the marginal worker (living at the city edge) is ibPL , (i = T, N), the 

total of commuting costs and rent city wide is 2
ibPL . Total commuting costs are half this, 

2/2

ibPL , the remainder being rent.  For consistency with eqn. (2) we require that rents are 

spent on the composite good so real rents (deflated by the price of the composite good) are 

2/2

ii bLR � 
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equilibrium with an equal number of cities of each type. Other parameter values are given in 

the appendix.  

The market clearing price of non-tradables is Nw , increasing in the number of cities of type-T 

since this corresponds to fewer type-N cities and therefore less non-tradable supply.  A higher 

(nominal) wage Nw  attracts migrants, raising urban costs in type-N cities.  To continue to 

equalise utilities across city types (eqn. 4) there must be a decrease in the size of type-T 

cities; this means lower agglomeration economies and hence the downward sloping wage 

curve )( TTT Lqpw � .10  Finally, the horizontal line on the figure, )0(qpT , is the wage that 

could be paid by a single (small) firm that sought to produce tradable goods in a type-N city, 

and therefore without the productivity advantage of localisation economies. 
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Figure 1:  Wages, productivity and equilibria 

 
 

Figure 2:  Real rents earned in each city 
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2.3: Trade shocks: 

How does this economy respond to a shock that impacts a traded good sector?  The shock 

could be either trade or technology, and we suppose (in this section) that it simply removes 

�W�K�H���F�R�X�Q�W�U�\�¶�V���F�R�P�S�D�U�D�W�L�Y�H���D�G�Y�D�Q�W�D�J�H���L�Q���V�R�P�H���R�I���L�W�V���W�U�D�G�D�E�O�H���V�H�F�W�R�U�V���D�Q�G���K�H�Q�F�H���L�Q���V�R�P�H���R�I���L�W�V��
type-
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in the tradable cities. All products are consumed domestically so price changes have a direct 

impact on the price index, P, as well as changing the structure of production in the economy.   

The formal structure of the model is as follows.  Production functions in the three sectors are 

),( NNNN KLXx � ,         ),()( TTTTT KLXxqx � ,    T = A, B,  (6) 

where )( Txq  captures localisation economies in the tradable cities, 0)(' �tTxq , and the two 

factors (labour skills) are denoted L, K.  Factor demands are implicitly derived from marginal 

value products, where Tp , T = A, B are the prices of the two types of tradables and w and r 

denote the prices of the two factors12  

N
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)( ,    T = A, B.  

The price of non-traded goods comes from market clearing equation 

�> �@NNBABBBAAANNBA xpMMMxpMxpMxpMMM )()( ��������� ���� �T . (8) 

hence  �> �@ ))(1/( BABBBAAANN MMMxpMxpMxp � . 

The composite good is made up both types of tradable and the non-tradables, according to 

BA
BAN pppP �T�T�T� ,  with 1� ���� BA �T�T�T . 

We assume that urban costs increase in the number of workers, simply adding the two types 

of labour.  The utilities of workers of type L, K in city of type i are therefore  

)(/ iii
L
i KLbPwu ����� ,  )(/ iii

K
i KLbPru ����� , i = A, B, N.   For each type of worker 

mobility equalises utility across cities, so  

)(/)(/ TTTNNN KLbPwKLbPw ����� ���� ,      T = A, B.   (9) 

)(/)(/ TTTNNN KLbPrKLbPr ����� ���� ,       T = A, B. 

Factor market clearing equations are 

NBABBAA LMMMLMLML )( ��������� ,       (10) 

NBABBAA KMMMKMKMK )( ��������� .  

                                                 
12  Firms do not internalise localisation economies in their hiring decisions, so )( Txq  is assumed 

constant in derivation of marginal products.  
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Equilibrium conditional on the number of cities in the tradable sectors, BA MM , , is the 

solution of the above equations for output, factor prices, factor allocation to cities and the 

price of non-tradables.   

We assume that all workers �± skilled and unskilled, and at all locations �± occupy the same 

amount of land and, as before, urban costs are derived from commuting costs which total  

, and rents , so that real rents are �� �� 2/
2

iii KLbR ��� , i = A, 

B, N.    Total utility in a city of type i is   

ii
K
ii

L
ii RKuLuU ����� ,      i = A, B, N.        (11) 

3.2:  Equilibria: 

As in section 2, localisation economies and coordination failure create a set of equilibria.  

This is the set of city combinations, },,{ BANBA MMMMMM �����  at which no deviation 

by a worker or single (small) firm is profitable.  If cost functions dual to production functions 

iX are denoted )(Jci where (J) represents evaluation at the factor prices of a city of type J = 

A, B, N then the equilibrium set of city locations meet the following conditions:   

�^ �`)(),()( BcAcNcp NNNN �d� ,    �^ �`)0(/)(),0(/)()(/)( AAAAAAAA qNcqBcxqAcp �d� , 

.    (12) 

Thus, looking at the last of these, )(/)( BBB xqBc  is the unit cost of producing sector-B goods 

at type-B city factor prices and output scale (hence productivity )( BB xq ).  At an equilibrium 

it must be the case that this equals the price Bp  and is (weakly) less than the unit cost of 

producing sector-B goods in cities of type-A and N, given their factor prices and the fact that 

they have no agglomeration economies received from sector-B production.  

The equilibrium set of city combinations is illustrated on Fig. 4, which has numbers of type-

A and type-B cities on the axes (so the number of non-tradable cities follows from 

BAN MMMM ����� ).   The figure is constructed for a symmetric example in which 

consumption shares for the 3 types of goods are the same 3/1� � � BA �T�T�T ,  national 

endowments of the two factors are equal, and production functions are Cobb-Douglas, with 

and the same returns to scale in each of the tradable sectors, A, B (see appendix).  L shares in 

each sector are 75.0,5.0,25.0 � � � BNA �O�O�O , i.e. sector A is the most skill intensive, 

followed by non-tradables with sector B least skill intensive.  Prices of tradables are 

1� � BA pp .  The lozenge shaped area is the equilibrium set, i.e. the set of values 
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},,{ NBA MMM  that satisfy inequalities (12).13  Point S is the equilibrium without 

coordination failure, and elsewhere in the set the obstacles to entry created by coordination 

failure gives a smaller total number of tradable cities, BA MM �� , and larger number of non-

tradable.   

 

Figure 4:  The equilibrium set  
 

 
 

The edges of the lozenge define points at which different sectors are equi-profitable in cities 

of a particular type.  To be precise, the boundaries are:   

�x East boundary:  exit type-B:      )(/)( BBBB xqBcp � ,  )(Bcp NN � . 

�x West boundary: entry type-B:   )(Ncp NN � ,  )0(/)( BBB qNcp � . 

�x North boundary: exit type-A:    )(/)( AAAA xqAcp � ,  )(Acp NN � . 

�x South boundary: entry type-A: )(Ncp NN � ,   )0(/)( AAA qNcp � . 

                                                 
13  The formal definition of a lozenge is a rhombus with acute angles of less than 45o.   The word is  

used less precisely (e.g. in heraldry) as a diamond shape.  We use the less precise definition.  
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Thus, on the east boundary factor prices and productivity in a type-B city are such that price 

equals unit cost in type-B production; additionally, the prevailing price of non-tradables is 

equal to the unit cost of non-tradable production at type-B city factor prices. Crossing this 

boundary (leaving the lozenge) sector-B production becomes unprofitable and the city 

switches to non-tradables�����K�H�Q�F�H���W�K�H���O�D�E�H�O���µ�H�[�L�W-�%�¶�������2�Q���W�K�H���Z�H�V�W���E�R�X�Q�G�D�U�\���I�D�F�W�R�U���S�U�L�F�H�V���L�Q���D��

type-N city are such that, as well as )(Ncp NN � , unit cost in type-B production equals price 

Bp , even in the absence of any type-B production (i.e. with productivity )0(Bq ).  Crossing 

this boundary (entering the lozenge) would cause a type-N city to switch to type-B, hence the 

�O�D�E�H�O���µ�H�Q�W�U�\-B�¶.  The boundaries are slightly convex, not straight lines as they may appear to 

be in the figure.   

At point S, in this symmetric case, all cities are the same size and have the same rents.  

Moving away from this point city sizes and rents change,  and the arrows indicate directions 

in which rents of each city type are increasing most sharply (they are normals to iso-rent 

contours through S).  Thus, moving along the 45o ray from the origin towards S increases 

rents in each non-tradable city, NR ; along this ray there are fewer type-N cities but they are 

larger and hence have higher rents.  Moving to the west reduces the number of type-B cities, 

increasing their size and hence increasing rents, as indicated by arrow BR .  Responses in 

type-A cities mirror this.  Changes in the number and size of cities change the output of each 

sector, so an increase in BM  and associated reduction in Bx  has a net positive effect on total 

sector-B output, BBxM .  It follows that the economy is an exporter of sector-B east of the 45o 

line, and an importer to the west.   

Maintaining the assumption of symmetry, the shape of the lozenge depends on parameter 

values in the following way.  More similar labour shares, BA �O�O, ,  leave points on 45o line 

unchanged, while the north-west and south-east vertices are stretched out, creating a superset 

of the lozenge illustrated.  In the limit, with equal labour shares, the equilibrium set is the 

area between two parallel lines through the two vertices on the 45o line.  Greater increasing 

returns shift the south and west frontiers respectively down and the left, leaving point S 

unchanged and extending the length of the north and east boundaries, again creating a 

superset of the lozenge illustrated.  Reducing increasing returns has the opposite effect, in the 

limit (constant returns to scale) reducing the equilibrium to point S.  Varying urban 

commuting costs, c, is qualitatively similar, with higher costs reducing the size of the 

lozenge, as this has the effect of constraining city size and opportunity to exploit localisation 

economies.  
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3.3:  Trade shocks  

We model globalisation as a fall in the world price ratio AB pp / .  The change is exogenous, 

and is due to either a supply or demand shock in the rest of the world.  It could take the form 

of either a fall in Bp or increase in Ap , depending on choice of numeraire. The relative price 

change shifts the equilibrium set up and to the left as illustrated by the bold arrow in Fig. 5 

(illustrated for a change from 1/ � AB pp  to 8.0/ � AB pp ) giving the new lozenge, 

overlapping with the original.  We start the analysis by assuming that the initial equilibrium is 

at point S, and then look at the implications of different initial positions.  

Without coordination failure the equilibrium would shift from S to point S^, with type-B 

cities switching costlessly to become type-A.  But coordination failure means that conversion 

to type-A cities does not occur; it is not profitable for any firm to start type-A activity in a 

city specialised in type-B or N. There is instead horizontal movement, so starting at S the 

equilibrium moves towards S* as type-B cities default to becoming type-N.  It is helpful to 

think of this as a continuous process of change.  As the lozenge starts to move north-west so 

point S ceases to be an equilibrium because B-production makes a loss and N-production 

becomes profitable.  The equilibrium is dragged to the west by the exit-B boundary of the 

lozenge. 

Figure 6 maps out the changes in city numbers and in rent, plotting the number of cities of 

each type (horizontal axis) and the rent each city 

ype
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There are also changes in the wage of each type of labour, with an increase in wages of 

skilled labour (intensive in sector-A) and fall in wage of unskilled. These are driven by 

Stolper-Samuelson effects, although modified by the productivity effects of changing city 

size.  The wage effects are smaller in the presence of coordination failure (point S* compared 

to S^).  The reason comes from assumed factor intensities.  Absent coordination failure, 

workers leaving the most unskilled intensive sector (B) are re-employed in the most skilled 

intensive sector (A).  With coordination failure this sector expands less (entirely within, 

rather than across cities), while the non-tradable sector grows.  This has intermediate skill 

intensity, so is able to re-employ dislocated unskilled labour with small general equilibrium 

price change.  There is a small (approximately 2%) increase in aggregate real income in 

moving to either S* or S^, this driven largely by a terms of trade improvement.14 

Finally, we re-emphasise that these changes are driven by a fall in relative price, AB pp / , i.e. 

by any combination of a fall in the price of type-B or an increase price of type-A goods.  

Formally, this is simply a choice of numeraire.  Intuitively, type-B cities can be damaged 

either by a lower price of their output, or by expanding type-A cities pulling in labour and 

�L�Q�F�U�H�D�V�L�Q�J���I�D�F�W�R�U���S�U�L�F�H�V�������7�K�X�V�����W�K�H���I�L�Q�D�Q�F�L�D�O���V�H�F�W�R�U���L�Q���W�K�H���&�L�W�\���R�I���/�R�Q�G�R�Q���K�D�V���D���µ�'utch 

�G�L�V�H�D�V�H�¶���H�I�I�H�F�W���R�Q���W�K�H���U�H�V�W���R�I���W�K�H��UK. 

Initial  positions:  Any point in the lozenge is an equilibrium, but analysis so far has been 

based on starting at the point of no coordination failure.  What happens more generally? The 

initial lozenge in Fig. 5 is divided into zones I, II, III and we discuss each in turn. 

Starting from a point in the upper part of zone I, effects are similar to movement from point 

S.  While initial city sizes are different, the trade shock causes some cities to switch from 

type-B to type-N and the number of type-A cities is unchanged.  However, in the lower part 

of zone I horizontal movement encounters the bottom vertex of the moving lozenge.  A path 

of continuous change is shown on Fig. 5 by the kinked arrow with origin Y.  Initially city 

specialisations are dra�J�J�H�G���E�\���W�K�H���µ�(�[�L�W-�%�¶���E�R�X�Q�G�D�U�\����switching from type-B to type-N, 

(horizontal movement on fig. 5), but at some point this movement will coincide with the 

south-east vertex of the lozenge.  Beyond that point the equilibrium is dragged along by the 

vertex, moving up the dashed line.  Some type-B cities switch to become type-N, and others 

become type-A.   Fig. 7 gives the evolution of city numbers and city rents on this path.  The 

initial point is asymmetric, with city numbers an
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movements along the solid lines; the number of type-A cities is unchanged (their size and 

rents increasing), and type-B cities to default to type-N.  Beyond the kink (dashed line) type-

B firms continue to exit, but most switch to type-A production, and a few to type-N.  

Essentially, the initial point with few type
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on which Fig. 5 is based, 
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